This paper considers the problem of signal detection and direction of arrival (DOA) estimation in situations where signals that generate an uncalibrated array response are present. Situations such as this often arise in airborne direction nding when skywave multipath is present. A parameterization that accounts for \uncalibrated" spatial signatures (USS) is proposed, and the identi ability of the resulting model is established. The asymptotically optimal signal and noise subspace tting algorithms are applied to the USS model, and e cient implementations for each are derived that involve a search only for the DOAs of signals with \calibrated" spatial signatures (CSS). In addition, a sequential detection scheme is proposed for individually determining the number of USS and CSS signals. The results of several simulation examples are included to validate the analysis.
Introduction
To calibrate an airborne antenna array, a single source is typically placed in a xed location on the ground, and the aircraft ies around the source to receive data from various azimuth and depression angles 1]. While this allows for direction of arrival (DOA) calibration for signals arriving from below the aircraft, calibration data for signals arriving from above is more di cult. Such data must be obtained by either ying the aircraft upside down for short time intervals, suspending it upside down from a large tower, or by substituting approximate calibration data obtained from a scale model in an anechoic chamber. Often, no above-plane calibration is performed at all.
Most airborne arrays are mounted on the underside of the aircraft, and consequently are most sensitive to signals arriving from below. However, it is impossible to completely isolate the antennas from the e ects of the aircraft frame (which itself acts as an antenna), and a signi cant component of any signals arriving from above is coupled into the receiver electronics. While in surveillance applications there are typically no actual emitters above the collection platform, it is common for signals from ground-based emitters to re ect o upper layers of the atmosphere and be received by the aircraft from above, as depicted in Figure 1 . This is especially common in the HF band, where signals are re ected (or, perhaps more accurately, \curved") downwards by the ionosphere, and is referred to as the \skywave" phenomenon 1, 2, 3]. Even if above-plane calibration data is available, such data is often useless for skywave signals since ionospheric propagation e ects typically cause the wavefront to lose spatial coherence and lead to changes in signal polarization 1, 4] . Consequently, the array response of a skywave signal wouldn't lie on the calibrated array manifold anyway.
There is no di culty in implementing one-dimensional DOA estimation techniques such as MUSIC 5] in situations like those described above, one simply plots and searches the DOA spectrum only over the angles of interest (presumeably, angles for which calibration data is available). However, if the signals from uncalibrated DOAs are due to skywaves as in Figure 1 , they can be highly correlated with the signals from calibrated directions, and one-dimensional techniques may perform poorly. Multidimensional algorithms must be used in such cases, but the question of how to choose a parameterization for the problem and simultaneously estimate all of the resulting parameters becomes an important issue. In this paper, we will refer to signals such as those generated by the skywave phenomenon as signals with uncalibrated spatial signature (USS). For an array of m sensors, a USS is de ned to be any vector that cannot be written as a linear combination of m ? 1 or fewer vectors from the calibrated array manifold. A USS can be generated by a signal if, for example, it arrives from a direction for which no calibration data is available, or in situations where near-eld sources or propagation e ects have caused non-planewave spatial distortion. Conversely, a calibrated spatial signature (CSS) refers to a vector that can be written as a linear combination of m?1 or fewer array manifold vectors.
A large number of standard approaches for narrowband DOA estimation have been developed for situations where only CSS signals are present. If only signals with USS vectors are present (e.g., if the array is completely uncalibrated), one must resort to \blind" estimation techniques. This paper treats the more interesting in-between case, where both USS and CSS signals are received. In particular, a model is proposed for the combined CSS/USS problem, and conditions are derived under which the resulting model parameters are identi able. In addition, it is shown how the subspace tting class of algorithms may be adapted to handle such problems, and estimate the CSS signal DOAs with minimum variance. Both the signal subspace tting (SSF) 6] and noise subspace tting (NSF) 7] methods will be considered. These algorithms have both been shown to have asymptotically the same performance as the standard maximum likelihood (ML) approach, as well as certain computational advantages over ML 8, 9, 10] .
For the case of SSF, the optimal subspace weighting remains unchanged, but the form of the criterion function is modi ed. For NSF, the criterion remains the same, but the weighting is formed by taking a certain sub-block of the weighting in the fully calibrated case. In either case, a non-linear minimization is required only for the DOAs of the CSS signals. Since this number is typically not known a priori, a technique is also presented for individually estimating the number of CSS and USS signals.
Data Model and Relevant Algorithms
In the standard narrowband model, the output of the array can be described by
where s(t) and n(t) are the received signal and noise, respectively, and where
represents the array response for m sensors and d total sources. It is assumed without loss of generality that the noise is spatially white, or in other words that Efn(t)n (t)g = 2 I, where Ef g denotes expectation, ( ) the Hermitian transpose, and 2 the noise variance. If the noise is further assumed to be uncorrelated with the signals, then the covariance of the array data is given by
where R ss def = lim
is the covariance of the emitter signals. IfÊ s andÊ n denote the corresponding signal and noise subspace eigenvectors of the sample covarianceR
then the SSF and NSF (minimization) criteria can be expressed as follows:
V NSF ( ) = Tr A ( )Ê nÊ n A( )U ; (6) where W and U are weighting matrices, and P ? A ( ) is the projection
The key feature of these algorithms is that asymptotically optimal DOA estimates (in the maximum likelihood sense) are achieved if the following weightings are applied:
U OP T = A y (^ 0 )Ê s W OP TÊ s A y (^ 0 ) ; (8) where^ s holds the d 0 largest eigenvalues ofR xx ,^ 2 is a consistent estimate of the noise power,^ 0 is a consistent estimate of the DOAs, and
Data Model for Uncalibrated Spatial Signatures
The above algorithms must be modi ed when USS signals are present, since the array cannot be fully parameterized by the DOAs alone. Suppose there are respectively c and u signals with CSS and USS vectors, so that d = u+c, and assume for simplicity that there is only one parameter per source (e.g., azimuth angle only). The case of multiple parameters (e.g., azimuth and elevation) is handled identically. Without any information about the array response for the USS signals, the array can only be parameterized as follows A( ) = A( 0 ) A u ] ; (9) where A( 0 ) = a( 1 ) a( c )] ; 0 now contains only the c CSS DOAs, A u is an m u matrix containing the USS vectors, and are the parameters required to uniquely specify the right hand side of (9) . The composition of will be addressed in Section 2.2.
Like A( ), the signal vector s(t) can be partitioned into two components s(t) = 
where T c and T u are c d 0 (rank c 0 ) and u d 0 (rank u 0 ) matrices 1 . Thus, for problems involving both CSS and USS signals, the array is simply parameterized by the vector instead of directly. As long as the above model is identi able, then both the SSF and NSF estimators of are guaranteed to be statistically e cient 9, 10]. The conditions necessary for identi ability are examined below.
Identi ability
As in the fully calibrated case, an unambiguous array response is required for the identi ability of all parameters when USS signals are present. As de ned elsewhere, an unambiguous array is one for which any collection of d < m steering vectors a( ) (whether the direction has been calibrated or not) is full rank. On the other hand, there are some important di erences between identi ability in the fully and partially calibrated cases. For example, at best, only the portion of the USS matrix A u that is orthogonal to A( 0 ) can be identi ed. To see this, note that we may write indicating that only a low-rank orthonormal factor of A 0 u can be identi ed.
Fortunately, as we shall see shortly, none of the issues mentioned above pose a diculty in the identi cation of 0 , which is the primary goal 2 . But for the above reasons, a direct parameterization in terms of the uncalibrated array response as in (9) is not possible. Instead, a somewhat \arti cial" parameterization is required that eliminates from consideration all unidenti able nuisance parameters. One such parameterization that will be used throughout the remainder of the paper is the following:
A( ) = A( 0 )Ã u ] ; (14) whereÃ u is constrained to satisfy 3 :
The parameter vector thus contains the CSS DOAs, plus whatever parameters are necessary to de neÃ u given the constraints in A1-A2. A more speci c description of the elements of is di cult, and not particularly relevant to the results presented here.
It is worth emphasizing that A1-A2 are not constraints placed on the physical array response, but rather arti cial conventions adopted to guarantee the identi ability of the nuisance parameters in . The identi ability of all parameters in is a prerequisite 2 However, equations (10)-(13) do imply that Tc and hence Sc, the signal waveforms with CSS vectors, cannot be uniquely determined when USS signals are present. 3 Technically, these constraints guarantee uniqueness up to an arbitrary unitary transformation (rotation) of the columns ofÃu.
to applying the subspace tting algorithms of Section 3. These algorithms are based on nding the vector that provides the best match between the dominant (signal) subspace observed in the data, and the subspace de ned by the column span of A( ). The de nitions of A( ) given in (9) or (14) are equivalent in the sense that both have an identical column span. We choose to use the parameterization of (14) subject to A1-A2 since it is identi able, while (9) is not.
In any case, the critical issue is whether or not the 0 portion of is identi able. The following theorem establishes su cient conditions for which this is true: Theorem 2.1 Provided that (B1) rank 2 4 S c S u holds, then 0 may be uniquely determined with probability one.
Proof: A proof can be found in Appendix A.
Some consequences of Theorem 2.1 are given below:
In essence, B1 implies that no CSS signal can be perfectly coherent with a USS signal or signal(s). This is not a serious restriction in the HF skywave environment where, though often highly correlated, direct and skywave signals are never perfectly coherent due to ionospheric propagation e ects and delays 1, 4, 11].
When u = u 0 , requirement B2 above is identical to the standard condition for identi ability derived in 12], and hence the restriction imposed by B1 is really the only di culty associated with the presence of USS signals.
It is interesting to note that the lower bound on m depends only on u 0 and not on u. In fact, u can be arbitrarily large and the total number of signals received by the array can far exceed the number of sensors (d m) if all that one requires is identi ability of 0 .
In the fully calibrated case, one could focus attention on a single xed DOA, and arti cially treat the rest of the DOA space as \uncalibrated". The results of Theorem 2.1 can then be interpreted to mean that, regardless of how many signals are actually present, identi ability is preserved for the DOA of any signal that is not perfectly coherent with any other, as long as the rank of the remaining signals is less than m ? 1.
While the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are su cient, they are not necessary. For example, there exist certain scenarios where identi ability is preserved even if perfect coherence exists between CSS and USS signals. These scenarios are quite unrealistic, however, and will not be addressed further here.
Although there are many more parameters to be estimated when USS signals are present, it will be seen in the next section that all of the uncalibrated source parameters are separable in both the SSF and NSF cost functions, and one need only search for the c unknown CSS DOAs.
Detection and Estimation with USS Signals
This section presents the modi cations necessary to apply the SSF and NSF algorithms to situations involving USS signals, assuming that u 0 ; d 0 ; and c are known. A technique for estimating u 0 ; d 0 ; and c is presented at the end of the section.
Signal Subspace Fitting
The identi ability constraints in A1-A2 imply that P ? A ( ) = P ? A ( ) ?Ã uÃ u :
Thus, augmenting the SSF criterion in (5) 
Since 1 can be taken to be diagonal in (15), we see thatÃ u will be given by u 0 of the singular vectors of P ? A ( )Ê s WÊ s P ? A ( ). An examination of (15) 
where i ( ) represents the i th singular value of its matrix argument ordered as 1 2 d 0 . The resulting concentrated SSF criterion now depends only on the c elements of , and clearly reduces to the standard SSF criterion of (5) when u 0 = 0.
As mentioned earlier, both SSF and the NSF approach described next will provide an estimate^ 0 that is (asymptotically) statistically e cient; i.e., the variance of^ 0 will achieve the Cram er-Rao lower bound.
Noise Subspace Fitting
As in the standard formulation of the problem, NSF will not yield a consistent estimate of 0 when coherent signals are present among the signals with CSS vectors 10]. The SSF algorithm is preferred in such situations since it preserves consistency. Consequently, in the discussion below, it is assumed that c 0 = c.
For NSF, the constraints onÃ u yield an optimal weighting of the form U OP T = where b c denotes the nearest integer less than or equal to its argument. Equation (22) is equivalent to the with probability one identi ability condition in B3 of Theorem 2.1. The procedure above can be somewhat more lengthy than that presented in 13] for fully calibrated arrays, due primarily to the fact that more than just the total number of signals must be determined. A simulation example illustrating the e ectiveness of the above approach is given in the next section.
A Simulation Example
As a simple example of the techniques presented, the output of a six-element uniform linear array with half-wavelength spacing was simulated. Two 10dB SNR signals with DOAs of 0 and 5 were generated, and combined with a 5dB SNR signal with a random uncalibrated spatial signature. The USS signal was assumed to be correlated with the broadside source with a varying correlation coe cient . A total of 250 snapshots were used to estimate c and u and the CSS DOAs, and 1000 such trials were conducted for various values of ranging from 0 to 0.7. For each trial, a di erent random USS vector was chosen for the uncalibrated source. Both the USS vectors and the steering vectors from the array manifold were assumed to have unit gain element responses. Figure 2 shows the probability of correctly determining c = 2 for two di erent choices of the threshold corresponding to con dence intervals of 95 and 99%. In each case, the detection probabilities closely match the predicted con dence level. The RMS estimation error associated with the broadside source is plotted in Figure 3 for both MUSIC and SSF. While the performance of both algorithms degrades as correlation increases, the RMS error for SSF is signi cantly lower at all values of , and increases much less dramatically. The standard SSF technique of (5) was also applied to the simulated data, but it gave very poor results, and hence was not included in Figure 3 . This was true regardless of whether it was searching for two or three DOAs.
Conclusions
This paper has described the issues that arise in situations where a narrowband antenna array receives signals with an uncalibrated spatial signature. A DOA-based model that describes such situations was presented, and su cient conditions were established under which the model parameters are identi able. In particular, it was shown that identi ability is lost if a CSS signal is perfectly coherent with another signal that has an uncalibrated array response. Assuming this does not hold, a lower bound on the number of sensors needed to uniquely determine the CSS DOAs was derived. It was further shown how to individually determine the number of CSS and USS signals, and how to modify the signal and noise subspace tting algorithms to e ciently estimate the CSS DOAs. Both algorithms yield CSS DOA estimates that asymptotically achieve the Cram er-Rao bound. as long as B2 is true. If instead the bound of B3 holds, then Theorem 2 of 12] implies that (30) will be true with probability one, again contradicting (29) and hence (23).
Finally, with 0 identi ed, the unique value ofÃ u satisfying A1-A2 is given by the u 0 singular vectors corresponding to the u 0 largest singular values of P ? A ( 0 )R xx .
